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ABSTRACT 
If A is a matrix of order n x (n - 2), n 2 3, denote by A the n X n matrix whose 
(i, j)th entry is zero if i = j, and if i * j, is the permanent of the submatrix of A 
obtained by deleting its ith and jth rows. It is shown that if A is a nonnegative 
n X(n - 2) matrix, then A is nonsinguku if and only if A has no zero submatrix of 
n - 1 lines. This is used to give precise consequences of the occurrence of equality in 
Alexandroff’s inequality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an n X n matrix, we denote its permanent by per A. By A(i, j) we 
mean the submatrix of A obtained by deleting its ith row and flh column. 
Similarly, A(i; j, k) denotes the matrix obtained by deleting the ith row and 
the @-I and the kth columns of A. If A is a matrix of order n X (n - 2), n >, 3, 
we denote by x the n X n matrix whose (i, j)th entry is zero if i = j, and if 
i * j, is the permanent of the submatrix of A obtained by deleting its ith and 
$h rows. It is known that if A is positive, then A is nonsingular and has 
exactly one positive eigenvalue. This fact plays a crucial role in the proof of 
the van der Waerden conjecture [2, 41. In this paper we investigate the 
nonsingularity of x when A is assumed only to be nonnegative. In this 
direction it is shown that if A is a nonnegative n x (n - 2) matrix, then A is 
nonsingular if and only if A has no zero submatrix of n - 1 lines (we say that a 
p X q matrix has p + 9 lines). The well-known Frobenius-Konig theorem 
asserts that a nonnegative n X n matrix has zero permanent if and only if it 
has a zero submatrix of n + 1 lines. Thus, we wiIl essentially show that x is 
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nonsingular if and only if it has alI off-diagonal elements positive. This result is 
then used to give precise consequences of the occurrence of equality in 
Alexandroff’s inequality. A condition presented by Knuth [2] wilI turn out to 
be a special case of our condition. 
We now state some definitions and results that wih be used. Some of these 
appear in [l] and are stated here only briefly. First notice two simple 
consequences of the way A has been defined. If A is an n X (n - 2) matrix 
and if x and y are column vectors, then pert A, x, y) = y”&, while the entries 
of & are the subpermanents of order n - 1 of the matrix (A, x). 
Let D be a symmetric matrix such that xt Dx < 0 for some x. Then D is 
called positive subdefinite if, whenever xf Dx < 0, either Dx > 0 or Dx < 0 
[3]. We wiU say that D is negative subdefinite if and only if - D is positive 
subdefinite. If A is a nonnegative n X (n - 2) matrix, then it can be shown 
that either x = 0 or x is negative subdefinite [ 11. 
If n is a vector of order n, ri will denote the vector of order n - 1 
obtained by deleting the ith component of 7~. We will also need the following. 
LEMMA 1 [ 11. Let A be a nonnegative n X (n - 2) matrix without a zero 
s&matrix of n - 1 lines. Suppose A?T = 0 for some vector +T, Then, whenever 
aij > 0, A(i,j)r’ = 0. 
2. NONSINGULARITY OF A 
The proof of the next result is simple and hence is omitted. 
LEMM.42. LetB=(b,,b,,...,b,_,)andB’=(b;,b,...,b,_,)benx(n 
- 2) matrices, and let C = (b, + b;, b,, . . . , b,_,). Then C = B + i?‘. 
Suppose A is a O-1 matrix of order n X (n - 2) which has no zero 
submatrix of n - 1 lines. Suppose ai j = 1 is such that when it is replaced by 
zero, the resulting matrix also has no zero submatrix of n - 1 lines. Then we 
will say that a i j is removable. We now prove two technical lemmas concem- 
ing O-l matrices. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a @l matrix of order n X (n - 2) without a zero 
submutrix of n - 1 lines. Suppose no 1 of A is removable. Then every column 
of A has exactly three 1’s. 
Proof. If a column of A has less than three l’s, then A will have a zero 
submatrix of order (n - 2) X 1, which is a contradiction. So each column of A 
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has three or more 1’s. Suppose the first column of A has k l’s, k > 3, and 
suppose a,, = 1. When a,, is replaced by zero, we get a zero submatrix of 
n - 1 lines which cannot entirely be contained in the first column of A. So 
without loss of generality, 
AzB ’ 
[ 1 0 D' 
where B is (n - r) x s, 0 is the zero matrix of order T X S, T + s = rt - 2, and 
s> 1. Itmaybethatr=O. Also, bil=l, i =1,2 ,..., k, and b,,=O, j=2 ,..., s. 
If b,, is replaced by zero, a zero submatrix of n - 1 lines is obtained. Suppose 
this submatrix is formed by p, (ps) rows from rows 1,2,...,n - r (n-r + 
1 ,..., n) of A, and 9i (9s) columns from columns 1,2 ,..., s (s+l,..., n-2) 
of A. Here p, > 1, 9i >, 1, but it may be that p2 = 0 or that 9s = 0. Then 
p, + p, + 9i + 92 = n - 1. We claim that p, + 9s < r. This is obvious if p2 = 0 
or if 92 = 0. If p, > 1, q2 > 1, and p, + 92 > r, then there would be a zero 
matrix of r + 1 lines situated within D, and this matrix could be augmented by 
s zero columns formed from the first s columns of A to produce a zero matrix 
of n - 1 lines in A, a contradiction. Hence the claim is proved. Now suppose 
9i = 1. Note th a p,<n-r-k+t,andth t erefore, p, + p, + 92 < n - k + 1. 
Butp,+p2+9,+1=n-1andhencen-1~n-k+2.Thisisacontradic- 
tion, as k > 3. Therefore 9i > 1. Thus B(l, 1) has a zero submatrix, say X, of 
order p, x 9i - 1. Since p, + p, + 9i + 9s = n - 1 and p2 + 92 < r. we have 
p, + 9i - 12 n - r - 2, and hence X has at least n - r - 2 lines. Now X may 
be augmented by r + 1 zero rows, one taken from the first row of B and the 
rest from the last T rows of A. This gives a zero submatrix of n - 1 lines in A, 
which is a contradiction. Hence the first column, and similarly every column, 
of A has exactly three l’s, and the proof is complete. n 
LEMMA 4. Let A be a @l matrix of order n X (n - 2) without a zero 
submatrix of n - 1 lines. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) There exists aij= 1 such that A(i, j) has no zero submutrix of n - 2 
lines. 
(ii) There exist aij = aik = 1, j* k, such that A(i; j, k) has no zero subma- 
trix of n - 2 lines. 
Proof. If A has a removable 1, replace it by zero, and continue this 
process until no more removable l’s are left. Call the resulting matrix B. Then 
B has no zero submatrix of n - 1 lines, it has no removable l’s, and if bij > 0 
then aif > 0. Thus, it is sufficient to prove the result for B. By Lemma 3, 
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every column of B has exactly three 1’s. Since B has more rows than columns, 
it must have a row containing less than three 1's. Clearly B has no zero row. 
Suppose the ith row of B contains only one positive entry, bi, Then if B(i, j) 
contains a zero submatrix of n - 2 lines, that zero matrix may be augmented 
by a zero row taken from the ith row of B to produce a zero matrix of n - 1 
lines, which is a contradiction. Thus B(i, j) has no zero submatrix of n - 2 
lines. Similarly if b,, bik, j* k, are the only positive entries in the ith row of 
B, then B(i; j k) has no zero submatrix of n - 2 lines, and the proof is 
complete. n 
Now we have the following. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a nonnegative n X (n - 2) matrix without a zero 
submatrix of n - 1 lines. Then A is nonsingular. 
Proof. The result is trivial for n = 3. Assume that the result is true for 
matrices of order (n - 1)X( n - 3), and we will give a proof by induction. 
Suppose A?T = 0 for some vector n. Let B be the pattern matrix of A, that is, 
bi j is 0 or 1 according as a i j is 0 or positive. Apply Lemma 4 to B. Suppose (i) 
of Lemma 4 holds. Then, without loss of generality, alI > 0 and A&l) has no 
zero submatrix of n - 2 lines. By Lemma 1, A( 1,l)a’ = 0. By the induction 
assumption, A( 1,l) is nonsingular and T’ = 0. It follows that T = 0. Now 
suppose (ii) of Lemma 4 holds. Then, without loss of generality, a,, > 0, 
aI2 > 0, and A(l; 1,2) has no zero submatrix of n - 2 lines. By Lemma 1, 
A(l,l)n’= 0 and A(1,2) m’=O. Let A(l,l)=(b,,b, ,..., bn&, A(1,2)= 
(b;, b,, . . . , b,_,), and C= (b, + b;, b2,..., b,_,).ByLemma2,C7r1=0.1fC 
has a zero submatrix of n - 2 lines, it must use the first column of C, since 
A(l; 1,2) has no zero submatrix of n - 2 lines. But then (b;, b,, b,, . . . , bn-& 
and hence A; has a zero submatrix of n - 1 lines, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore C has no zero submatrix of n - 2 lines. By the induction assump 
tion, C is nonsingular and ITS = 0. It follows that T = 0 and the proof is 
complete. W 
The necessity is proved in the following. 
LEMMA 6. Let A be a nonnegative n x (n - 2) matrix with a zero 
s&matrix of n - 1 lines. Then X is singular. 
Proof. By the Frobenius-Konig theorem, x has an off-diagonal entry 
equal to zero, and hence it has a 2 X 2 principal zero submatrix. Let j3 be the 
second largest eigenvalue of x. By the well-known interlacing property, 
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p > 0. But since x has exactly one positive eigenvalue, /3 < 0. Thus p = 0 and 
A is singular. That completes the proof. H 
Combining Lemmas 5 and 6, we have the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a nonnegative n X (n - 2) matrix. Then x is 
rwn.singuZar if and only if A has no zero submatrix of n - 1 lines. 
We now use Theorem 1 to obtain an improved necessary condition for 
equality to hold in Alexandroff’s inequality. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a nonnegative n X (n - 2) matrix, and let x, y be 
column vectors where y > 0. Then 
If equality holds in (l), then one of the following is satisfied: 
(i) x = ffy for some real a, 
(ii) at most one component of y is positive, 
(iii) A has a zero submatrix of n - 1 lines. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is known [2, 41. Suppose equality holds in (1). 
Also suppose that y has at least two positive components and that A has no 
zero submatrix of n - 1 lines. Then y%y > 0. 
Let 
Then 
y%z=O and z’~z=O. 
For any real 6 * 0, 
(2 + 6y) ‘A( 2 + 6y) = 62ytPiy > 0. 
Since x is negative subdefinite, 
X((n+6y)aO or Z(z+6y)<O for any 6 f 0. 
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Suppose xz * 0. Since A has no zero submatrix of n - 1 lines, it follows by 
the Frobenius-Konig theorem that each component of xy is positive. 
Let 
k, = min 
i 
If k, = k,, then xy and ?iz would be linearly dependent, which is a 
contradiction, since y’xy > 0 while y”& = 0. Therefore k, < k,. It is easy to 
see that A< z + 6 y ) has a positive component and a negative component if 
k, < 6 < k,, which is a contradiction. Therefore AZ = 0. By Theorem 1, x is 
nonsingular and hence x = 0. It follows that x depends linearly on y, and the 
proof is complete. q 
Suppose A is a nonnegative n X (n - 2) matrix such that the ith column of 
A has at least n + 1 - i positive entries, i = 1,2,. . . , n - 2. Suppose the subma- 
trix formed by rows i, -C i, < - - - < i, and columns h < k < . . - < j, of A is 
the zero matrix. Then the hth column of A has at most n - T positive entries. 
Also, j, < n - s - 1, and by the condition on A, the j&h column has at least 
(n + 1) - (n - s - 1) = s + 2 positive entries. Therefore r + s Q n - 2, and A 
has no zero submatrix of n - 1 lines. Thus Theorem 2.3 in [2] follows from 
Theorem 2 in this paper. 
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